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Washburn prepares for a face lift 
Dean Bolz. 
- S. Ollvlerl 
The student newspaper of Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Jeanne M. Benjamin 
Newspeak staff 
WPI is now preparing to begin a ma1or 
spring cleaning project in April, that 
being the Washburn Renovation Pre-
sently, many of the original structures 
are stlll intact. and haven't been altered 
since their installation in 1866. 
In an Interview with New•pe•k, Dean 
Bolz informed us that Goodie. Clancey 
and Associates, a Boston firm, are the 
architects, and they finalized their plans 
and proposals last week. The construc-
tion proiect wlll now go up for bids. and 
the work Is scheduled to begin in April. 
On campus. John Miller. Director of 
Plant Services. has worked with the 
architects extensively The faculty, De-
partment Heads and Dean Bolz have 
also cooperated with the firm to clarify 
their needs In the labs. conference 
rooms and classrooms. 
The complete Inside of Washburn will 
be renovated. The present structure 
housing the welding facility and labor-
atories will be demolished with the 
exception of the one wall that borders 
Stratton Hall. A new structure 3 stories 
high will be erected alongside of 
Washburn . The materials processing 
facility will occupy part o f this new 
structure and their activities will be 
expanded. Virtually all of Washburn ls 
being reconstructed. and comparatively 
speaking , It Is a larger task than the 
Atwater Kent Remodeling. The adjacent 
buildings, for example, Stratton Hall, 
Gordon library and Boynton Hall w ill 
not be disturbed by the construction 
work at all. Because the demolition rs 
only of a one story building, it poses no 
serious problems. As was mentioned 
before - the back wall of Washburn will 
remain intact to maintain the appear-
ance and to keep any Inconveniences to 
a minimum. 
The history of Washburn will try and 
be preserved for us and future genera-
tions. Professor Ben Gordon, who is 
adept at preserving and refinishing, w ill 
try to restore as many of the artifacts as 
possible. This equipment and machin-
ery will be on display in the lobbies, 
similar to the electrical circuitry in 
Atwater Kent 
.. 
(continued on page 10) 
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Proposed new degree 
requirements 
1 .n• 
by Robert Eiermann 
News editor 
The Committee on Academic Policy 
(CAP), chaired by Professor John Orr, 
met February 16 to discuss the proposed 
changes 1n the WPI Plan. The proposal 
modifies the existing plan by the altera-
tions 1n the Major Qualifying Project and 
the Interactive OuaHfying Proiect. The 
proposal also eliminates the Compe-
tency Exam as a deqree reQuirement 
The new educational requirements 
were iusllfted for several reasons CAP 
states that the poposal puts more em-
phasis on pro1ects and still retains the 
flexibility WPI is unique tor. The tenta-
tive changes were also influenced by the 
Accreditation Board tor Engineering 
and Technoloqy (ABET), the accredi-
tors of WPI The proposed require-
ments tn their entirety are as follows. 
1 Successful completion of a Major 
Qualifying Proiect representing at least 
1 Unit credit An oral, public presenta-
tion of the goals and method of ap-
proach to the problem must have been 
before beginning the last 1/3 unit of 
pro1ect work, or before the pro1ect ends 
for 1-term projects. 
2 Successful completion of an Inter-
active Qualifying Project representing at 
least 1 unit credit An oral, public 
presentation of the goals, and method of 
approach to the problem must have 
been made before beginning the last 1/3 
unit of pro1ect work, or before the pro-
ject ends for 1-term pro1ects In addition, 
2/3 unit of preparatory c.:rurse or Inde-
pendent Study act1v1fy r I JS! be Certlfted 
by the IOP major ~d~ _or as being 
appropriate to the proiect topic The first 
1 3 untt will be selected by the student 
with the advice of his or her academic 
advisor IQP area chairman or IOP 
advisor The second 1/3 unit will be 
chosen at the time of IOP pro1ect pre-
registration with the approval of the IQP 
advisor and must be successfully com-
pleted either prior to or concurrent with 
completion of the first 1/3 unit of IOP 
work For students In the engineering 
natural science, and computer science 
· areas, the preparatory work w ill nor-
mally be expected to be in the social 
science area IOP preparation may also 
include the study of other d isciplines 
relevant to the student's particular topic. 
3 Successful completion of a human-
ities suff1c1ency representing 2 units 
credit (description as in present cata-
log) . 
4 Successful completion of published 
distribution requirements in the desired 
maior area of study. These requtrements 
total no more than 9 units and are speci-
fied by general topical subject areas. not 
by specific courses . For students desir-
ing major area designations for which 
no requirements are published, a faculty 
committee will be appointed to review 
and approve the student's proQram of 
study; such a program must be submit-
ted to the committee at least 8 terms 
before the date of mtended graduation. 
The committee will verify completion of 
the program before Qraduatlon. 
5 Successful completion of a 1/3 unit 
"semor seminar" in the ma1or area of 
study This seminar will involve integra-
tion and use of concepts learned rn 
earlter course and project work on 
typical professional problems in the 
ma1or area. 
6 Successful completion of at least 15 
units of academic activity Al l act1v1t1es 
for which credit is awarded will be 
included in this total 
The d1s11nctlon of this requirement 
system as opposed to the existing plan 
Ires mainly w1th1n the structure of tne 
MOP and IOP. along with the el1m1na 
tlon of the Competency Exam. 
(continued on page 6) 
Astronaut to visit WP/ campus 
by Kirsten Storm 
Features editor 
On March 30 at 4'.00 p.m. in Alden Hall, 
Brigadier General Charles Moss Duke, 
Jr. will visit the WPI campus. This is a 
first tn the h istory of the school - he 1s 
the only astronaut to come to WPI who 
has actually landed on the moon's 
surface. Al present. no specific topic for 
his lecture has been announced 
General Duke. born October3, 1935 in 
Charlotte N.C .. received a bachelor of 
science degree in naval sciences from 
the U S Naval Academy at Annapolis. 
Maryland In 1957; a master of science 
degree in aeronautics and astronautics 
from the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology in 1964; and an honorary 
doctorate of philosophy degree form the 
University of South Carolina in 1973 
After graduating from the Naval Aca-
demy in 1957, he was commissioned 1n 
the Air Force and assigned to Spence Air 
Base, GA, where he completeo his 
primary fl ight training. His next assign-
ment took him to Webb Air Force Base, 
Texas, for basic flying training where he 
graduated with distinction in 1958. He 
again distinguished himself at Moody 
Air Force Base. GA. where he completed 
advanced training in F-86L's He then 
served three years as a fighter-inter-
ceptor pilot with the 526th Fighter-
Interceptor Squadron at Ramstein Air 
Base. Germany. In September 1965 he 
graduated from Test Pilot School and 
became an instructor teaching control 
systems and flying F-101 's, F-104's, and 
T '33's He has logged 4, 147 hours flying 
time, which includes 3,632 hours in jet 
aircraft 
From April 16 to 27, 1972, General 
Duke served as lunar module pilot of 
Apollo 16. Apollo 16 was tho first 
sc1~ntific expedition to inspect, survey, 
and sample materials and surface fea-
tures in the Descartes region of the 
rugged lunar highlands Duke and As-
tronaut John W. Young commenced 
their record setting lunar surface stay of 
71 hours and 14 minutes by maneuver-
ing the lunar module "Orion" to a 
landing on the rough Cayley Plains . In 
three subsequent excursions onto the 
lunar surface. they each logged 20 hours 
and 15 minutes in extravehicular act1v1-
ties involving the emplacement and 
activation of scientific equipment and 
experiments, and the evaluation end use 
of Rover-II over the roughest and rock-
iest surface yet encountered on the 
moon Apollo 16 concluded with a 
Pacific splashdown and subsequent 
recovery by the aircraft carrier, USS 
Ticonderoga Upon completion of this 
flight. General Duke logged 265 hours 
end 51 minutes in space. 
Presently, General Duke, who was 
promoted to brrgadier general on De-
cember 13, 1979, is a member of the Air 
Force Reserve and is currently assigned 
as mob1llzat1on assistant to the com-
mander, Air Force Recruiting Service. 
Randolph Air Force Base. Texas He 1s 
the owner of an investment company 
and the president of an art firm, both 
located in San Antonio, Texas 
Pledging program helps 
others too 
by Peter Rhoads 
The intricate pledging program of 
WPl's fraternities involves many time-
consumlng activities The purpose be-
hind these gigs is not only to become a 
brother, but to teach different qualities 
to pledges in order to make them better 
people 
In the process of this learning exper-
ience, others may be helped too Such is 
the case of the pledges of Tau Kappa 
Epsilon Part of thetr program requires 
that they complete a "service project' 
for the community The TKE pledgP.s 
have chosen to "instruct" sports to 
physically disabled children of Easter 
Seals Fourteen youngsters from 6to15 
years old, are learning to play softball 
and hockey from the pledges Freshman 
Louis Bragaw. chatrman of the pledge 
group, believes that the act1v1ty 1s not 
just part of the pledging. but that It 1s 
en1oyable He and the other pledges ltke 
coaching the children because 1t makes 
the children feel happy and accepted 
Pledges can also release the ever 
present tension tnduced by WPI Such 
rewarding and satisfactory experiences 
make pledging fun and worthwhile say 
!he students 
The service pro1ect that the TK E 
pledges manage takes place every Sat-
urday at 1 30 pm t the Friendly House 
on Wall Street 
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Remember to vote 
To the Editor: 
On October 14, 1982, less than a week 
before A term ended, electlons were 
held for class officers for the class of 
1986. Class participation In this event 
was very low with only 154 out of 652 
class members voting On the ballot 
there were only two presidential 
cand idates w i th all other officers 
running unopposed. As freshmen, there 
were still many things about WPI to be 
discovered. This was probably a major 
factor contributing to the small voter 
turnout The goals of the class seemed 
so far away, no one really knew many in 
the class and elections were not widely 
publicized Our first class meeting was 
held in the Pub in November The 
turnout was small, but many good Ideas 
surfaced. On February 12th the c lass 
sponsored a scavenger hunt between 
dorm floors with hopes of increasing 
floor spirit and class Involvement. The 
event went over well with participation 
h igh. There ls so much more that can be 
done, the number of Ideas is without 
limit, ranging from class sponsored 
events to fund raisers. but It must be kept 
1n mind that the more class members 
involved in the Implementation of these 
Ideas, the better! 
Election time has come again to WPI 
and as president of the freshman class, I 
urge my classmates to participate 
Elections will be held on Thursday, 
February 24, 1983 and officers elected 
will be serving a term from February 
1983 to February 1984. All members of 
the class are eligible to vote . Let's have a 
large turnout for this election!!! 
- Karen ltallano 
President. Class of '86 
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Snow information corrected 
To the Editor: 
In a recent editorial and front page 
story concerning ttie snowstorm of 
February 7, you addressed the problem 
of Informing the campus about the 
status of classes in the event of a 
snowstorm. First, in your front page 
story, your reporter Incorrectly wrote 
that Mr. Roger Albrecht of the Personnel 
Office announced "that exempt staff 
(mostly secretaries) could leave campus 
at 1 00 p m. The non-exempt staff 
(professors and professionals) were not 
notified that they could leave ." Your 
reporter has confused the term!> "ex-
empt" and "non-exempt" as they are 
defined at WPI . Reverse the placement 
of the terms In that sentence and you've 
got it approximately correct. 
The headline of that story read, "Day 
classes NOT cancelled at WPI" . The 
story went on to say that Newspeak 
"learned" this after talking to Dean 
Brown Ord the entire Newspeak staff 
spend the day hibernating in the base· 
ment of Riley? As soon as we received 
the 12:30 p.m. call from Mr Albrecht. the 
IMC placed the following notice on the 
WPIC TV Video Bulletin Board: 
... SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT" .. 
WPI rs CLOSED IN THE FOLLOWING 
RESPECTS 
1) OFFICE STAFFS MAY LEAVE AT 1 
P.M. 
2) CLASSES Wi l l BE HELD AT THE 
OPT I O N O F T HE I N D IVID U A L 
INSTRUCTOR (The words "WILL BE 
HELD" were flashing) 
3)NIGHT SCHOOL IS CANCELLED 
BUILDINGS MAY BE LOCKED DUE TO 
CUSTODIANS LEAVING CONTACT 
SECURITY FOR BUILDING ACCESS 
We were very careful not to word item 
#2 'Classes will not be held unless .. " 
because of the chance that a casual 
viewing of the message would give the 
wrong Information. This announcement 
stayed on the screen from 12:45 p.m. 
unlll 4 p m., when the IMC closed for the 
day It could be seen on the telev1s1on 
monitors 1n the Wedge, H1991ns, 
Straiton, the Project Center, Salisbury, 
Atwater Kent, Kaven, the Library, and 
several other locations. In addition. we 
had been posting class cancellations as 
we received them since about 10 that 
morning At 12 45 p.m. we stopped 
posting Individual class cancellations to 
run the above notice 
I agree with you 100% that the off· 
campus students need a reliable way to 
be informed as to the status of WPI 
during a storm. I understand that the 
switchboard was jammed with calls 
during the day from people seeking 
Information. Perhaps a more rel iable 
source of information would be fo r 
students to try to phone their respective 
department offices directly or their 
advisofs They would best know which 
of their colleagues are able to hold 
classes The point that bothers me 1s that 
we have an important on-campus 
resource for information, and few 
people bother to check out the Video 
Bulletin Board when It really counts. I 
was astonished at the number of 
students who came In and out of the I MC 
that afternoon and told me. while 
standing under one of our WPIC TV 
monito rs, that all classes had been 
cancelled, and that they'd heard it from a 
reliable source As fo r radio stations, 
they do not always receive storm 
cancellation Information from ''rel iable" 
sources. Quite possibly a misinformed 
student passed along the information to 
a harried DJ o r telephone operator who 
d id not check the authenticity of the 
info rmation. Most reliable radio stations 
require some sort of confirmation code 
from an authorized source. especially 
when school cancellations are involved, 
i n o rde r to prevent unautho rized 
cancellations 
I hate to think that WPI is starting to 
take the Video Bulletin Board for 
granted For anyone who hasn't looked 
at it lately, those messages do change 
dally. As a matter of fact, the person on 
our sta rt who is responsible tor updating 
the messages each day 1s a member of 
the Newspeak start. If conditions 
warrant it, we do update the messages 
with current information on an tiollf-by· 
hour basis (as was the case during the 
February 7 storm) . On that day, we even 
added a "crawl" to the bottom of tho 
screen containing official U S Weather 
Bureau forecast updates Let's not hear 
the cry that there is a lack of 
commun1catron on campus when we 
have a s1tuat1on such as the one on 
February 7 
- Douglas G. Thompson 
Supervisor, Instructional Media Center 
( ___ C_O_M_M_E_N_TA_R_Y _ ) 
The art of staying awake 
by J. Marler 
Lack of sleep has become a favorite 
pastime of mine lately: so much so that 
I have refined it to an art. Why else would 
anyone get up at s·oo on a Sunday 
morning? 
There Is a certain knack to this 
sleeplessness forexample.1t 1s useful 
to have a ma1or d1strac1ion In your hie at 
the time Rn IQP writeup will do nicely 
But don t exclude the poss1b1hty of a 
va11ety of TC s - thats what we of the 
higher lack of awareness call time 
consumers' These can b iust about 
any course at WPI that you choose to 
pass - especially those having infinite 
lab time involved Most importantly, you 
have to build up a chemical dependence 
on caffeine 11 you are to ever be taken 
seriously as one of the living dead Thrs 
just about guarantees that you'll see as 
much pillow time as DAKA sees satisfied 
customers 
There are those restless people who 
choose to spend their "uptime" in semi-
sort-of-public places - like the Wedge, 
for instance This is definitely tacky 
One's catatonic state should always be 
confined to the privacy of one's own 
home lest certain embtlrrass1ng 
problems arise ltke endless 
mindless meaningless babble that go 
Of" and on with no po nt whatsoe r 
except to drive those around you to the 
point of consider d homo 1de Th s 
Instance would not bo unlike the 
nature of this story, but nt least I have the 
good taste to avoid public encounters 
when losing my grip 
. 
If you find that the phenomenon of 2-3 
hours of sleep per night 1s an unknown 
pleasure 1n your llfo, then it is most 
(continued on page 12) 
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Planning day? 
by David Wall 
Newspeak Staff 
It was Academic Planning Day about 
this time last week at WPI, an annual 
event that comes to us every C-Term 
courtesy of the Scheduling Office. the 
Registrar's Office. and somewhat in-
directly, courtesy of the Plan - the hub 
about which all this revolves 
Logical enough, one thinks . In a 
program as multi-faceted as the WPI 
Plan, one would expect a certain amount 
of forethought on the part of its part1-
c1pants Couldn't really have the Plan 
without some sort of time spent, well. 
planning, could we? 
Said the man on the outs1dt?, looking 
1n. Anyone can sit atop a mountain and 
make profound statements on the inter-
No warning about what Is to come. 
Rather like a bad novel. 
For what 1s to come is a madness 
peculiar to the WPI campus, as so many 
things are peculiar to the WPI campus. 
For going and getting an IOP or an MOP 
1s not as easy as It looks 
Just thinking of something to do is no 
mean trick I recently heard a faculty 
member lament that he was dying to 
advise a few interesting IQPs. but that he 
didn't have the ghost of an idea for a 
topic for one 
This does not bode well for the 
student Even 1f he thinks of something 
he'd like to do in the area of projects. that 
doesn't solve his problem. It may not be 
easy to find a faculty member (or two. or 
three) that is willing to commit time and 
(~ ________ o_u_T __ o __ f _T_U_R __ N ______ ____,J 
nal logic of something However, should 
one be immersed 1n the mess. 1t doesn't 
seem quite as logical. 
Planning Day as a freshman was a 
falrly expedient experience. Most of us, 
though not all. end up finding a Suf-
ficiency that day, or find some member 
of the faculty wilting to stand behind our 
own ideas of what the Sufficiency 
should be Not too complex. It involves 
finding one term with an academic hole 
In It, making sure that the advisor can 
schedule you then, and then putting a 
name to the whole set. That done. the 
freshmen can then go merrily on his/her 
way, thinking that scheduling now in-
volves nierely circling some numbers on 
a form and dropping it in a box In front of 
Dean Van Alstyne's office. 
Ha Ha. Those were the days. weren't 
they? Was II really all so simple then, 
said the lady in the song Yes. it was 
Rather dastardly, if you think about it 
energy to an exped1t1on into the reasons 
people steal traffic signs, or why people 
carry large portable stereos around with 
them. or why Ford made the Edsel. 
Then of course, there ls scheduling 
the project It is difficult enough jugghn.g 
courses - courses that everyone 1s 
dying to get into You know the ones that 
are offered once every two years. or the 
ones that are absolutely crucial to a 
project you'd hke to do. unfortunately, 
you have to survive three other courses 
before you can take 1t and have a hope of 
passing it. 
Such are the nightmares of the Tech 
student on Planning Day I haven't got 
any decent advice on changing things 
- if I did, I'd be on the Board of Directors 
instead of a student. Just a wish to the 
students to try and keep their heads 
together. After all, you have to do 1t 
eventually. Even those of us who may be 
on the 7 to 10 year Plan. 
(~--~~~N_Ew~sb_R_i_ef_s~~~---) 
compiled by Mark Skinner 
Newspeak Staff 
The Environmental Protection Agen-
cy has come under close scrutiny by 
Congress and the media in light of 
recent allegations raised by Congress 
and independent environmental groups 
who monitor the EPA. Anne Gorsuch, an 
EPA adm1nistrar, refused to submit 
documents Congress wanted regarding 
the Superfund - a fund des1gMd to 
clean up some of the estimated 11 ,000 
environmentally unsafe hazardous 
waste dumps Finally, late last week a 
compromise was reached where certain 
Congressmen could read the docu-
ments Charges of lax enforcement, 
polltlcal appeasement. and Industrial 
manipulation involving the EPA have 
been made 
CIA analysts have revised previous 
estimates regarding the Soviet Union's 
Increases 1n defense spending The 
Increases had been estimated at 5% 
stnce 1973, but new data suggests a 
substantially lower percent or even a 
"no-growth" policy has been used for 
the past 5 years Our recent defense 
spending increases have been directly 
tied to tho U S S R 's 
A doctor doing federally funded re-
search at Harvard Medical School was 
found to have falsified test data and has 
been fired. 
Investigations continue into the sink-
ing of the Marine Electric, a coal 
carrying ship. off the Virginia coast that 
left 24 dead and 7 missing Apparently 
the ship was in poor repair having a 
large hole in its hull patched with 
plywood and cement. The ship's owners 
had successfully postponed a Coast 
Guard inspection until later this spring 
Huge brushfires swept through much 
of Southeast Australia, killing at least 70 
people The fires, which may have been 
caused by arson. were fanned by strong 
winds and eventually covered an area 
approximately 500 miles by 75 miles and 
destroyed 3000 homes 
The City of Boston has begun to crack 
down on 2000 parking ticket scofflaws 
who owe $1.7 million 1n back fines. 
About 200 people owe more than $1000 
including politicians, news and sports-
casters and the Police Department itself 
The U S earner N imitz on patrol 1n 
disputed wators last week scrambled 
some F-14's to pursue two Libyan MIG-
23's who were apparently attempting to 
see how close they could come to the 
earner. No shots were fired 
A guide to dining out: 
The 24-Hour store 
by Howard B Bernard 
Newspeal< Staff 
147 Highland Street: the address of 
Day-Nlte. Inc. - better known as the 24 
Hour Store. the place for late-night 
munchies. fridge-stocking or a box of 
incense. 
A recent conversation with store man-
ager. Mr. Joseph Beshaw. revealed the 
reasons for the utility and diversity of the 
grocerette. He said that a lot of Techies 
do use the store (the most densely 
Techie time is between a·oo p.m. and 
11 :00 p.m.) but he said that the chentele 
was far from entirely WPI students. In 
fact. a mildly interested glance around 
the room does not reveal wall-to-wall 
engineers, a wide range of customers 
can be found in the store at any given 
time Beshaw said the store's stock isn't 
slanted toward students either After all, 
how long could the store survive selling 
Techie magazines hke "Celebrity Skin", 
"All About Beer". and "UFO Annual"? 
And yes, they really do sell those 
magazines, in case the more cerebral 
among you are interested The only item 
that Is really stocked expressly for 
students, said Beshaw. 1s the incense 
which adorns a rack near the checkout. 
Other than that, the store is arranged 
just like any other grocery, carrying not 
only the aforementioned munchies. so-
da. and small food items that usually are 
student staples 
The Bottle Bill. a measure causing 
much consternation among local bus1-
nesses has affected sales at the Day-
Nlte Store as well. Sates of soda and 
other bottled and canned goods have 
risen significantly since the institution of 
the Bottle Bill! Are we Techies good 
citizens of this planet, genuinely con-
cerned with its becoming cleaner and 
less wasteful, or are we 1ust having fun 
collecting the botllesl Beshaw doesn't 
know - but he does note that the soda 
company representatives. who collect 
the empties the store accumulates. 
cannot believe the number of cans and 
bottles they must remove when they 
come. The number 1s well above the 
average, Beshaw noted with an odd 
mixture of pride and amusement (the 
store seems to be the local Mecca for 
empty aluminum and plastic contain-
ers) 
So when you take a study break 
during that pre-test all-nighter. remem-
ber your responslbihl1es as a Tech1e: 
buy two sixes of Coke - help clean up 
the Earth, and escalate the cans race 
with your neighbor; and be sure to buy 
some incense It 1s also your duty to 
bring back more bottles than you pur-
chased when the time comes to reap 
your pseudoprofits from your deposits' 
return And on the way out, survey the 
magazine selection near the checkout 
Sure, they have the collegiate stuff like 
life , and the New York T imes (not to 
mention "All About Beer"), but they also 
carry the Star and the National Enquirer. 
After all , this isn't just a Techie-oriented 
establishment - it's a regular grocery 
store. 
The decline and the 
fall of the bookstore 
by Neil Sullivan 
Newspeak Staff 
Have you ever been in the basement of 
Alden Hall? How about the attic of 
Washburn? Of course not. But I am sure 
that you have been in the bookstore 
Everyone has been in the bookstore. 
Well, somf> of the members of our 
happy com nunlty may not recall the 
controversi11 storm that the bookstore 
weathered I st year I do not mean lo 
reopen an · Id woods or anything. but I 
feel that 1t s ny Puritanical duty to point 
out someth nq to this uprighteous little 
school 1 ere are dirty magazines 1n 
there' I nearly fell on my Gideon Bible. 
If Jerry Falwell's Cadillac or Reverend 
Moon's BMW were to run out of gas on 
Institute Road and one of them were to 
come In to our bookstore for change to 
tensive to people on diets' The book-
store sells soap Ugh' What an indignity 
to gweeps who do not shower• The 
bookstore sells text books. How 1n-
sult1ng to students who do not go to 
class or students on the seven-year plan• 
The bookstore sells stationery. What an 
affront to those Illiterates who could not 
even read this article in the first place to 
find out they had been affronted! 
The bookstore even sells Harlequin 
Romances Have you every read one of 
those? Wanton sex 1s running rampant 
throughout England in 1752! What kind 
of person reads that stuff? How can you 
possibly have any respect for a person 
who constantly reads about Duke Vla-
dimir's love affairs with every one of five 
sisters, while he continually attends 
c~--~--f_R_O_M_T_H_E __ C_lo_s_ET _______ ) 
call his personal helicopter or Lear 1et, 
what would happen? We would all be 
sent to eternal damnation. that is what 
Even if you do not believe in an after Ille, 
I am sure that you can think of more fun 
things to do while you are dead than to 
rot in hell Personally, I would rather 
even wait in a course change line for all 
eternity than to spend my time chit-
chatting with good old Mephistopheles 
(that 1s Satan, the Devil, the Prince of 
Darkness. not a nice guy, to those of you 
not well versed in the occult) 
This whole situation is disgusting. I 
am appalled Those magatnzes are of-
fensive to lhe females on this campus 
But the situation grows worse1 The 
bookstore sells shampoo What 1f Telly 
Savalas stopped by Shampoo 1s an 
insult to bald men1 
The bookstore sells candy How of· 
costume balls, rides 1n polo matches, 
and spits on very poorly dressed peas-
ants By comparison. those books make 
the stories in Penthouse magazine look 
like a holiday dinner at Grandma's 
house 
What is the bookstore trying to do to 
us? What 1s 1t trying to do to our society? 
Before you know 1t, the bookstore will 
have adult video tapes, private viewing 
booths, and k1dd1e porn' After that. we 
will all be the subject of a new Bob 
Guccione film. ''Caligula II " 
We should revolt against this porno-
graphic subJugatton Why would they 
possibly sell the things that they do? 
Could it be because people actually buy 
that stuff? Could It be that the bookstore 
Is trying to make a profit' 
There Is only one solution for the 
bookstore Sell Pl yglrl 
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Student Government 
President 
The office of Student Government 
President Is an Important position. In 
running for this office I wish to assure 
the student population I am both willlng 
and capable of fulfilling Its responslbili-
tles Over the past three years I have 
participated in SOCCOM, Newspeak, 
the Committee of Concerned Students, 
as a class officer. and in several other 
groups and organizations on campus. I 
believe this is a good background to be 
able to deal with Issues that may 
confront the campus. 
I have one goal that I would llke to see 
accomplished. There is a need for 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute to de-
velop a community spirit. Fraternities, 
sports. club sports, organizations and 
other clubs exhibit individual "pscyhe" 
but rarely does the entire community 
(faculty and administration included) 
participate in community activities. At-
temps have been made in thts direction 
by having pep rallies, bringing back 
'Tech' traditions such as the carillon, 
and expanding Homecoming to Include 
a parade. I support and wish to en-
courage these activities 
I also believe ft Is important that the 
undergraduates of WPI realize the role 
of all elected office holders whether they 
are class officers. Junior Prom Chair-
persons. or members of the student 
government. These people are elected 
for one year and are directly or indirectly 
responsible for every undergraduate 
activity. Your opinion about these acti-
vities can best be voiced by voting this 
Thursday Voting is not only a way of 
voicing your opinion but also your 
responsibility. 
Jack A. Nickerson 
President, class of '85 
Hello Sophomores (or future Jun•ors). 
My name 1s Ira Si lverman and I am 
running for president of the Class of '85. 
I would like to tell you about some of the 
qualities I possess to lead your c.lass My 
first years here at WPI have greatly 
involved me with athletics, both through 
crew and many 1ntramurals Through 
my fraternity I have learned to interact 
with many individuals, which has helped 
me with the government process. Pos-
sessing an outgoing personality, I can 
adjust to many new situations. I feel that 
the Junior year is the climax of your 
social life at WPI and It will take 
substantial leAdership to assure a grati-
fying year This leadership will have to 
come from your officers especially the 
It's election time again ... time to pick 
your leaders for the year to come. Junior 
year is a very Important year. so this 
matter should be given some thought I 
have given this position a lot of thought 
and for this reason I. Judie O'Coin. am 
running for re-election Into the position 
of Class President. 
The past year has been successful for 
our class. We stressed raising funds 
through our bake sale and flower sale. 
l'vl3 seen class spirit begin to pick up 
through the participation In these activi-
ties Class participation and unity is a 
major factor •nvolved in the success of a 
c lass. That 1s what I hope for. I want to 
see the members of our class be in-
president. The president wi ll be making 
many decisions on where to spend our 
money and social events, including the 
Junior Prom. which I'm sure all of you 
are concerned with . I want to bring the 
class alive with more input from you and 
will hold more meetings to accom-
modate this change. Communication is 
crucial and I would like to get to know all 
of you through being president and 
increase the relations between you and 
your officers. So If you want new blood 
in the government who can till these 
qualities then vote Ira Silverman for 
president in Thursday's elections and 
let's have a superb Junior year! 
• 
/rs Silverman 
volved in and aware of our ac. 11 1ties The 
position of President is not E. - :ilmlghty 
one. and I do not propose t • run the 
class solely by myself. The class has to 
work together to succeed and I want to 
help make all this possible. 
Here I also stress the importance of 
voting. Give it some thought. Make your 
decisions based on facts. Look at all the 
candidates and see what each has to 
otter. Realize that all five officers are 
going to be working together to help 
plan your Junior year activities. You 
have an Important role as a voter Use It 
wisely! 
Judith M. O'Coln 
Treasurer, class of '85 
We are nearing the half way point In 
our college careers at WPI and have yet 
to accomplish anything substantial as a 
class Over the next two years there are 
some Important events on the agenda 
which we must begin preparing for As 
treasurer, I feel that I could help the 
class start In a new direction More 
importantly, we must realize that our 
class officers can not do everything 
alone Their progress depends upon 
how much assistance they receive from 
the rest of the class As an officer. I 
would be willing to organize and exe-
cute our plans as a class. but I need your 
support Show that you are willing to 
start helping the class by casting your 
ballot on February 24th 
Edmund Ortler 
President, class of '84 
Over the past two years I have served 
as Treasurer of the class of 1984. As your 
Class Treasurer. I have been an active 
participant In the planning and running 
of all class activities. This past year has 
been a very successful year for the 
Junior class. Such functions as our 
Junior Happy Hour, Christmas Party 
and two ski nights were very successful 
This year I am a candidate for Senior 
Class President. Senior year Is the most 
important year for class activities Dur-
ing this time 1t is necessary to have 
diligent class officers. The senior class 
ottlcers are responsible tor running all 
senior activities. These activities have 
traditionally included the Senior Dinner 
Dance and Booze Cruise. Other acti-
vities that can be added to these may 
include a continuation of our successful 
junior activities as well as new ideas 
such as a senior trip to the Midieval 
Manor 
If elected I ensure you of a hard 
working president dedicated to one 
goal, "A successful and memorable 
senior year". As President, the class 
would come second to none 
Kevm Trudel 
Vice President, class of '84 
Hello Class of '84, 
My name 1s Brett Feddersen. and I am 
a candidate for senior class vice presi-
dent The reason why I am running Is 
that I have participated in a ma1onty of 
the class' events in the past, and I believe 
that I could contribute towards the 
improvement of the success that our 
class has enjoyed. Due to my past 
experiences, I feel that I have the time. 
energy, and the organizational skills that 
are necessary to fulfill the responsibili -
ties of the office. In conclusion, I would 
like to say that this 1s our senior year and 
it should be the most enjoyable of our 
college careers. 
-Brett Feddersen 
Vice President, class of '85 
Everyone should vote, it only takes a 
minute With everyone voting, the offic-
ers selected would represent the classes 
and its ideas more closely. 
Junior year is an important year. 
Among the activities for next year are 
Junior Prom Weekend and fund raisers. 
Hopefully the officers could also organ-
ize class trips and events which would 
help to bring the class together. We need 
class spirit and I believe I can get the 
spirit going I'll need your participation 
in these activities in order to make things 
Do you feel you really have a voice on 
campus? Many people I have talked to 
have the feeling that they cannot influ-
ence student events 
- Let's make a change! 
- Let's elect students who wlll express 
our needs! 
- Let the Class of '85 begin the student 
voice• 
If you vote for Dave Moriarty as Vice 
President of the Class of '85, you will be 
taking the first step In that direction My 
approach is to help the Class feed their 
Ideas through student government to 
the WPI Administration on all important 
Ht. my name ts Ernest P Capozzi and I 
am running tor Vice-President of the 
Class of '85 Many of you know me as 
Ernie and know what I am like and what I 
stand tor However tor those of you who 
do not know me very well I would like to 
explain why I am running for V1ce-
Pres1dent of our class 
First of all. I feet much more can be 
done tor our class and that after nearly 
two years here at W P I its time for us lo 
get things rolltng Junior year s a very 
rmoortant year for us and I feel at this 
• 
work I will put my all Into leading you in 
our Junior year. However It is not all up 
to me You the class of 1985 have to want 
these kind of changes 
Vote for the person that will look for 
bright, new ideas. get the ball rolling. 
and get you involved. Remember It Is up 
to you to decide what you want your 
Junior year to be like, and I believe I 
would do everything possible to make It 
worthwhile. 
Susan Hayes 
issues. As for a specific. I would vow to 
request a more active program for 
course related summer placement. This 
could be important for all of us as the 
economy has begun its recovery This 
program could even become effective 
this summer. if rules permit 
If you want to "RAVE WITH DAVE" 
and get your voice heard on campus and 
help determine what really goes on for 
the Class of '85, then give your vote to 
Dave Moriarty for Vice President at 
Daniels Hall on Thursday, February 24 
Dave Mortarty 
• 
point 1n our college career we must took 
to do more I also want to be your V1ce-
Presldent because I want to contribute 
and I feel I can do a good job Finally. If I 
am elected to this position I will not sit 
back. I will let my opinions be known and 
will give to the Class of '85 Hard and 
Honest work 
I thank you for taking time to read this 
and I hope you will vote for "'e this week 
I know you will not be disappointed 
E rn s P Cepozz 
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Secretary, class of '85 
Hi! Class elections are just a couple of 
days away and I'd llke to ask that when 
each one of you votes you take some 
time to think about which candidate will 
do the most for you and vote for him/her. 
Our Junior year Is a very important year 
as far as events and fund raising activi-
ties go. We have to think about JP, fund 
raisers. and class trips. We're going to be 
very busy next year Please vote for the 
people from whom the class wlll benefit 
the most. That is why I am asking for 
your continued support to re-elect me, 
Glnia Coulter, as Secretary for Class of 
'85 I have been your Secretary for the 
past two years now and I have worked 
very hard on Class of '85 sponsored 
events to make them successful 
Freshmen year I ran and organized the 
Carnation Sale which made our treasury 
$150.00 richer Sophomore year was a 
very productive year for us. The other 
officers and I sent out numerous news-
letters to which we received many 
responses. We were very successful In 
raising monev We raised $60.00 at the 
Dear Classmat(ls, 
I would like the opportunity to repre-
sent you as our class secretary. I feel we 
could be doing more together as a class 
and I would like to bring new Ideas and 
• 
Bake Sale and $200.00 selling those 
carnations this year. We also transferred 
numerous funds into savings accounts. I 
am familiar with the necessary pro-
cedures for "going through the red tape" 
- authorizing meetings, getting ap-
provals, and the like. 
Part of the reason for our success ls 
you - the class. Let me tell you, I think 
you're terrificlll We have a great class full 
of people always ready to help. It has 
certainly been my honor to serve our 
class in the capacity of Sectretary for the 
past two years I hope that with your 
continued support I will be able to serve 
as Secretary for our Junior Year. Let my 
past record speak for itself - I have 
been most successful rn fund raisers and 
keeping in touch with you. the class. for 
your ideas. Please members of the class 
of '85, on February 24th vote to re-elect 
Virginia Coulter as Secretary for the 
third year. Together we can make it 
happen! Thank you . 
Virginia Coulter 
enthusiasm into our class's activities I 
urge all sophomores to vote on election 
day, and I would appreciate your sup-
port. 
Nancy Frangioso 
Junior Prom Chairman 
I am running for the office of Junior 
Prom Chairman I am doing this because 
I feel I could make our prom an 
unforgettable experience for all 
Having been on the Social Committee 
for two years has given me experience in 
planning for large groups and In the 
organizing of prom-type events. With 
the help of the Junior class and the 
Social Committee, I think that I will be 
able to plan a spectacular weekend. 
Members of the Class of 1985 should 
remember to vote on February 24 and 
check the box next to the name of the 
person he or she feels will do the best job 
In organizing our Junior Prom 
Suzanne Morgan 
Treasurer, class of '86 
Dear Class of 1986, 
I am running for the office of Treas-
urer of our class because I behave that 
some changes must be made. Our class 
needs to make money and make it 
quickly. Although 1t is difflcult to think of 
ti now, our Junior Prom wtll soon be 
upon us and we need a lot of money to 
make 1t as successful as 11 should be. If 
things continue as they have been, we 
might not reach our goals Put simply, 
we need new Ideas and Initiative 
The time has come once again for 
class elections As the incumbent In the 
election for our Sophomore year, I have 
the experience necessary to continue 
increasing our funds towards Junior 
year Although It may seem unimportant 
now, wnat Is done to secure money and 
nvest tt at the present time will make all 
the difference between an elaborate J P 
weekend or a fair one 
Despite my short term rn office I 
organized a successful junk food raffle 
that netted capital for o r class With the 
• 
As Treasurer, I will arrange more 
fund raisers and try to bring more unity 
to our class. I think that that is the key. If 
we are all involved and working together 
for the same cause, we'll be very 
successful and we will have the neces-
sary funds to back up all the fun 
activities of the upcoming three years 
All we need 1s some sound leadership, 
vote for Cheryl on February 24th 
Cheryl-Ann Fay 
assistance of my fellow officers. I also 
helped develop and execute ·a scavenger 
hunt between floors that was en1oyable 
tor all 
I am aware of the enormous planning 
necessary to carry out a class event and 
have the foresight needed to reserve a 
day a year 1n advance for profit-oriented 
purposes I will continue to control our 
money wisely with your help on Feb 
24th Thank you for your cons1derat1on 
Drew Payson 
President, class of '86 
The president of the class must retain 
a special rapport with the student body, 
keeping an open opinion of the class 
when planning activities. Through com-
munication with fellow classmates. I feel 
that I have used the president's role in 
the context of a responsible group 
leader. 
In the short term and a half that I have 
served as president , I feel that I have 
taken the Initial steps necessary to bring 
the class of '86 together as a unit. Since 
the freshman class elections at the 
conclusion of A term, only a few of the 
class activities and fund raisers dis-
cussed could be brought into action If 
My goals as a candidate for the 
Presidency of the class of 1986 are 
Intended to stimulate interest In class 
participation. I intend to achieve this 
purpose through scheduled, frequent 
class meetings. as well as the distribu-
tion of quarterly newsletters to members 
of the class. In this manner, I hope to 
achieve results, and thereby, benefit the 
c lass This Is not my entire platform, but 
My name is David Miles and I am a 
candidate for the office of President of 
the class of 1986. For those of you who 
do not know who I am, I graduated 
trom Algonquin Regional High School 
in Northboro, MA, where I served on the 
student council for four years. Present-
ly, I am the President of my pledge class 
at Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
• 
• 
r!H!lected, events as popular as the 
scavenger hunt could be planned with 
greater ease as the foundations to such 
activities have already been built. 
Student government commitment has 
been a part of my llfe for many years. and 
I find It a challenge to make the class of 
'86 the best that It can be. I feel that the 
experience that I have gained as presi-
dent of the freshman class has prepared 
me to successfully execute the respon-
sibilities of this office again in the 
ensuing term. 
Karen Marie Italiano 
merely a starting point A ground level 
must be established before the other 
officers to be and I can launch activities 
that will be implemented under your 
suggestions. Through this type of plan, I 
can say that I look forward to a very 
active and enjoyable year ahead 
Jeffrey D. Winick 
I am running for president because I 
feel that I have the leadership qualities 
needed for the position. I take an active 
interest in our class and would l ike to 
contribute as much as possible 
Please consider David Miles when you 
cast your vote on Thursday It would be 
greatly appreciated. 
David Miles 
Vice President, Class of '86 
My name is Joe Gammal and I am 
running for Vice-President of our soon 
to be Sophomore class. I would hke to 
take this opportunity to familiarize you 
with the role o f Vice-President and my 
qualifications tor that role This office 
requires two sets o f responsibili ties; 
representation and active participation. 
I have demonstrated my strengths 1n 
both of these areas in the past. I have 
been actively involved in student gov-
ernn:ient throughout high school, 1n-
clud1ng the President of the National 
Honor Society and Student Council 
I would like to keep the class together 
after freshman year, since the majority 
of students will be living off campus or rn 
fraternity houses. I think this can be 
done by having more eta:.:. activities and 
My name 1s Todd Vigorito and I am 
running for Vice President of the class of 
1986 I feel that I am very quahfied tor the 
fob due to experience tn stm1lar offices 
which I have held rn previous years such 
as class representative for tour years 1n 
High School I have a lot of good ideas 
for your class and would like the chance 
member. I have had a great deal of 
experience in representing the views of 
my peers whether it be on academics 
before the City Council or on athletics as 
a 3-sport participant In short. I think I 
• have what it takes to accomplish the 
things that we as a class want done. I am 
positive I can spark our class into an 
active, fun, and successful year. So, this 
coming Thursday give your vote of 
confidence to Joe Gammal for V1ce-
Pres1dent - Class of 1986 
Joseph A Gamma/ 
• 
trips As a candidate for the position of 
Vice President. I would appreciate your 
vote 
• 
Michelle R Cutler 
to work with you next year on many 
constructive and enioyable act1v1t1es 
I can do a good fob as Vice President 
and would hke to see us have a gr at 
sophomore year With your vote on Feb 
24 you will be helping our class make tt 
the best year possible 
Todd Vigorito 
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Secretary, class of '86 
I am running for the office of Secre-
tary of the class of 1986 because I feel 
that It Is time our class got something 
accomplished for a change. We need to 
work together as a class to make our 
next three years at WPI what we want 
them to be.As most of us will be living off 
campus next year. it will be more 
difficult to organize ourselves and run 
functions, therefore we need strong 
leadership. In the office of Secretary, I 
feel I could be helpful In making our 
class as successful as it should be. 
Consider starting our next year with 
responsible leadership; vote for 
Maureen. 
- Maureen A. McCaffrey 
Class Representative, 
class of '86 
The Job of Class Representative 
should be taken seriously and respon-
sibly a representative projects the 
Ideas, wishes, and activities of the class 
as part of the executive council, which is 
the governing body of the students. In 
essence, the class representative has a 
direct responsibility to each member of 
the class. 
The decisions by the executive 
council affect not only the class of 1986, 
but also the entire campus. In the past 
year, the executive council has made 
many decisions that will affect not only 
the class, but also the WPI student body, 
such as voting to grant money from the 
publications fee to the Peddler, and 
partlally sponsoring the revival of the 
Tech Blble Therefore, it is Imperative 
that each class elects a representative 
that can be effective and who will be 
dedicated to the job 
This year, my duties h'ave included 
representing the class cf 1986 on the 
executive council, and spreading the 
news of new policies or decisions to the 
student body I have attended all of the 
meetings, and have kept the council 
informed as to our activities. I have also 
tried to let you know what has happened 
at the meetings that have had a direct 
impact on our class I have spoken to 
many in the class about the current 
status of certain changing policies that 
will affect us (such as ABET and CAP), 
and have highlighted some of the 
council's decisions in the class letter 
sent out a few weeks ago. I have truly 
taken the jobserlously, and responsibly, 
and I look forward to continuing to serve 
the Class of 1986 If re-elected to the 
office of Class Representative 
- Marie Jessie Harriman 
Secretary, class of '84 
Five and a half more terms to go at 
Tech' As juniors, we will soon be 
beginning our final year at Tech Look-
ing toward the end of our college career. 
we will find that this will be the last time 
for many experiences. For instance, this 
is the last time we will fill out Tech's pre-
registration forms. This is also the last 
chance the class wlll have to support 
WPl's student government 
There are many opportunities to join 
various clubs or committees on campus. 
As seniors, these opportunities should 
not be overlooked for they will be a 
source of experience and skill to be used 
in later years 
I hope you will take the time to vote In 
the class elections, then become in-
volved and support the officers elected 
- Marion Keeler 
... new requirements 
(continued from page 1) 
The MOP 
Under the new requirements, the MOP 
Includes a mandatory oral presentation 
attended by the project advisor and 
other faculty members. Some formal 
approval of the presentation mtght be 
required before completion of the MOP 
The IQP 
With regards to the Interactive Quali-
fying Project, an oral presentation 
would also be required before the IQP 
can be completed. In addition, 2/3 of a 
unit of Independent study or course 
work related to the IOP must be com-
pleted - 1/3 unit before the start of the 
project and an additional 1/3 before or 
during the first 1/3 unit of IQPwork. The 
2/3 unit Is to be related to the project so 
that the students have some sort of 
background regarding the project be-
fore that project is started. This 2/3 unit 
would normally be In the social sci-
ences. 
What About the Comp? 
This tentative proposal does not in-
clude a Competency Examination re-
quirement According to Dean Grogan. 
the initial purpose of the Comp was to 
substitute for course requirements. 
ABET requires that every student in their 
respective program be certified as hav-
ing completed their program criteria 
This could be accomplished by some 
sort of comprehensive exam or by an 
area distribution guideline to satisfy 
ABET's standards. An area distribution 
wouJd Include an academic program not 
yet established As for the proposed 
plan, several new requirements will 
compensate for the Comp: 
(continued on page 9) 
Any Josten's • ring 
Bookstore Feb. 23, 24, Wed., Thurs. 
10 - 3 p.m. 
$20 deposit 
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Who says "Drummers aren't 
musicians?" 
by John S. Oranchak 
Newspeak staff 
If you could imagine the fusion of 
perhaps the world's best jazz drummer 
and one of today's finest brass players 
into a single musical entity, then per-
haps you could imagine the magic that 
happened this past Saturday evening 
when Max Roach and Cecil Bridgewater 
performed as a duet in Alden Hall. The 
concert. which was co-sponsored by 
SOCCOM and WCUW, was the first 
great as these to their physical and 
mental limits yet they showed no signs 
of fatigue on stage Afterwards, Max said 
that this type of duet performance is 
exhausting. but that it is worth it for the 
beauty. 
Most of the music had a serious 
overtone to it, and most of it was very up-
tempo But. there was relief from this at 
such Instances when Cecil played a 
blues-flavored "harmonica" solo on his 
mouthpiece. and when Max was rolling 
Free lunch 
by Geoff Strage 
Newspeak staff 
There ain't no such thing as a free 
lunch. However there Is such a thing as 
free lunch-time theatre. On Friday, at 
noon, "THE ACTORS NIGHTMARE" 
will be performed In ALDEN by a group 
of WPI students. It is a well executed, 
funny play and deserves a large turnout 
It Is produced by Jayne Strenk and 
directed by Teresa Williams as a part of 
their suttlciencies in drama 
"THE ACTORS NIGHTMARE" ls a 
one act comedy in which the character's 
worst dreams oome true. It is a sketch of 
an accountant trapped in the bad 
dreams of each of the five actors. 
missing cues, forgetting lines. walking 
on stage at the wrong time and living out 
every actors greatest fears. It 1s a very 
amusing comedy and is the first per-
formance at WPI for several talented 
new actors 
The play 1s to be performed at other 
colleges and high schools around Wor-
cester as the first tn a new lunch time 
theatre series. It is very comical, so 
come and spend a half-hour at noon, 
this Friday for some live entertainment 
(while counting the hours to "Happy 
Hour") . Please give these hard-working 
people some encouragement 
( Tit~ .. ~.~.~: h•s d'ums (that;,) ( ON TltE STREET ) 
public performance of these two artists physically rolling , not a "drum roll") ""'-------------------------- ---
as a duet. although Cecil has played in When asked about his mouthpiece solo, 
Max's quartet for a number of years. Cecil commented. "The mouthpiece 15 
The hour-long concert saw Cecil the instrument. the horn is 1ust an display his skills on trumpet and tlugel- amplifier. although this (points to his 
horn. while Max pulled a vartety of mouth) Is the real instrument " 
sounds from his drum kit by hitting the Sttll, the above words do not do iustice 
heads, the rims. the stands, the cymbals, to seeing these two musicians become a 
and even the drum shells themselves. homogeneous unit If you were at the 
One of the most fantastic things about show. 11 is easy to understand this If you 
this show 1s that it was totally spon- weren't, you'll have the chance to hear 
taneous! A totally spontaneous show this magic on their upcoming album, or 
obviously pushes even musicians as if you're lucky. to see them live. 
The Driftwood 
by Jack Nickerson 
Associate editor 
The first order of business is to 
establish a new title for this column. In 
the past two issues of Newspeak, there 
have been too many articles using the 
title ''On " The second reason 
enjoyable Burns and Kaufman played 
selections from the SO's. 60's and 70's. 
Between songs they even attempted 
humor. The Driftwood supplies enter-
tainment every Friday Happy Hour. The 
lounge was very roomy and comfortable 
(they had cushioned seats') . The service 
was very courteous and prompt. As with 
(..___lt_A_p_py_lto_u_R_s_o_F_w_o_RC_E_s_TE_R __ )
for the title change 1s because I like It 
better. 
This week's spotlight 1s placed on the 
Driftwood Motel and Restaurant. locat-
ed on Route 9 in Shrewsbury II takes 
approximately 15 minutes to reach the 
lounge from WPI This happy hour was 
dtfferent from my previous happy hour 
experiences. The two man group that 
was performing made the afternoon very 
most happy hours. hors d'oeurves were 
served. The selection consisted of meat-
• balls. little wieners, cheese. crackers. 
and mild pepperoni. The crowd was not 
a young college group But that did not 
distract trom the afternoon. 
On a scale of 1 to 10. I give the 
Driftwood a 7, although the potential 
exists for a good 9. All that is needed is a 
few techies to liven the place up. 
- The Trinity Square Repertory Com-
pany presents "Translations" by Brian 
Frtel and "The Tempest" by William 
Shakespeare. The playhouse is located 
at 201 Washington Street, Providence, 
RI . For more information phone 401-
521-1100. 
- The Worcester Area Folk Society 
presents Cindy Kallet February 26 at the 
First Unitarian Church. 90 Main Street. 
Performance 1s at 8:30 p.m. 
- On March 1 and 8 at 7:30 p.m., the 
American Antiquarian Society and the 
Worcester Pubhc Library invite all to 
attend the series of lectures and dis-
cussions entitled "New England Family 
Life in the Revolutionary Era". 
- The New England Conservatory 
presents the concert of NEW WORKS 
Competition Winners on March 4 at 8 00 
p.m. at Clark University. For more 
information phone Connie Scott, 262-
1120. ext . 257 
(~ ____ S_o_c_c_o __ M_M ___ P_R_E_v_iE_w __ s ______ ) 
Thursday, February 24 perform Southern style rock In the pub 
This week's coffeehouse features starting at 9:00 P m. This Albany based 
"Keir", a solo performer who has recent- band 1s sure to get the place jumpin', so 
ly released a record . Most of his material come out for a night of dancing and 
is original. so grab a six pack and check drinking Admission is fifty cents 
out aome mellow acoustic tunes. Music Sunday, February 27 
begins at 9:00 p.m in the Wedge and "Star Trek II - The Wrath of Khan" 
admission is free. will be shown 1n Alden Hall at 6:30 and 
9:30 p .m. Admission is one dollar, so 
Saturday, February 26 come on out and see an excellent flick 
This week It's for real! "E.B. Jeb" will (thanks Andy') 
------------------------------, I I I I I The Spectrum Fine Arts Series presenta- I 
I tion of Gene Roddenberry has been 1 
I rescheduled from February 28 to March I I 2, Alden Hall 8:00 P.M. due to the last I 
~ showing of M* A *S*H. I 
!------------------------------~ 
New Opportunity 
The largest selection 
of hard aluminum 
MEASURING TOOLS 
in the country! 
The Complete Guide to the WPI Exchange Program with the 
Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden. 
or 
"How to use the WPI Plan to get out of Worcester." 
Now available at Office of Professor Eggimann, Atwater Kent 
102. 
An excellent, illustrated informal guide for WPI students 
prepared by Carol Olson, a WPI student now studying on 
exchange in Stockholm. 
fi;-11;;©;-113 
STRAIGHT EOGES/T·SOUARES 
METRIC RULES/L·SOUARES 
CENTERING RULES 
TRIANGLES/CURVE STICKS 
INKING RULES 
and many others .• 
SEE THEM AT YOUR BOOKSTORE 
or SENO FOR CATALOG 
FAIRGATE 
RULE CO . INC. 
21 Adams Ave 
P 0 Boi 278 
COLO SPP.ING NY 
U.SA ID lfi 
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Engineers take three straight 
Phi/pot new all-time leading scor,er. 
by Eric T. Langevin 
and J.J. Lensrd 
The WPI Men's basketball team cap-
ped off a record-breaking week with a 
victory over Suffolk Saturday night. 
Thursday's victory over MIT gave the 
Engineers their first back-to-back win-
ning seasons (14-11 last year) since the 
1969-70 and 1970-71 seasons. WPI, 
which has now won ten of its last twelve 
Is led by Russ Philpot, who broke the 
school's all-time scoring record (held by 
Rich Wheeler, 1974-77) Thursday night 
against MIT. On top of these two 
victories, the Engineers added a victory 
over Middlebury In a make-up game on 
game-high 18 points, the Engineers took 
the lead with five minutes left. After 
extending the lead to three points, Tech 
went into a four-corners offense as the 
seconds ticked off the clock. Eventually, 
MIT was forced to foul in the hope 
that the Engineers would miss their free-
throw opportunities. This was not to be, 
however, as Flddes and Bailey iced the 
victory with clutch foul shots In the 
closing seconds. After the game, Presi-
dent Cranch presented Philpot with a 
plaque honoring his accomplishments. 
To conclude the week, the Engineers 
hosted Suffolk on Saturday, and again 
came away with an Impressive victory 
Rull Phllpot WPI'• new all-time acorer. - Joe Grtmea. 
Monday afternoon 
The Middlebury game was close 
throughout. WPI had four men In double 
high 6 assists as well as scoring 20 pts. 
figures: guards Greg Fiddes (21 pts ), 
Orville Bailey (15 pts.), Forward Chris 
Roche (17 pts .), and Philpot (13 pts ). 
Jim Petropulos had his usual aggressive 
game grabbing 10 rebounds. 
On Wednesday, WPI entertained the 
MIT Engineers, and were victorious, 72-
64. Again, the starters contributed the 
bulk of the scoring, as Fiddes, Roche, 
Balley, and Philpot, who with his first 2 
points of the game, became the all-time 
leading scorer In WPI history. However, 
MIT wasn't about to let WPI come away 
with an easy victory. At the half, Tech 
only led by 3 points, 36-33. Midway 
through the second half, MIT even came 
back to take the lead. Led by Jim 
Petropulos. who grabbed a game-high 
15 rebounds, and Fiddes, who scored a 
The team was led by center Russ 
Philpot, with 25 pts. and 8 rebounds, 
with Greg Flddes contributing a game 
Chris Roche and Orville Bailey both had 
strong games as well, scormg 9 and 18 
points respectively Reserve Aon Wojcik 
chipped in with a strong performance of 
5 points. The Engineers dominated the 
tempo throughout. and they extended 
their lead in the closing minutes, eventu-
ally winning 85-67. 
It appears the Engineers are just 
hitting full stride, and it couldn't happen 
at a more appropriate time WPI faces a 
crucial test at home next Saturday 
against cross-town rival Clark If WPI 
can beat Clark and their final regular 
season ooponent, Connecticut College, 
Tech seems to be in a good position for 
another post season playoff berth. Help 
cheer on the Engineers In their final 
home game next Saturday. Game time is 
scheduled for 8:00. 
JV tournament results 
by Paul Fortier 
Newspeak Staff 
Last week the Tech Jayvees took four 
firsts, four seconds and a third In the 
New England Jayvee Wrestling Cham-
pionships at Springfield College. 
Bob Soares finished his freshman 
season by winning the 118 pound title. 
Jim Mirabile (126 lbs.), Jim Ball 9167 
lbs) and Steve Graveline (119 lbs.) were 
the other title winners. Second place 
honors went to Lance Hall at 126 lbs., 
John Keane at 134, Joe Crispo at 142. 
and Nick Triantafell at 150 lbs Mike 
McElwee finished third at his weight 
class. 
Summer School 
at 
WPI 
TUITION - SPECIAL 20% REDUCTION 
Tenn E83 Brochures are now available in the summer school office 
which is located in the Project Center. 
Tech Ice-men now 
6-1 In league 
by Steve Demers Hogan. his second tor the night. 
Newspeak Stsff Brandeis could have been easily de-
The Hockey Engineers, coming off a teated, but the Engineers had to do 
five week break, are picking up momen- things the hard way. After two periods of 
tum en route to another fine season. play, Tech was up 5-1 and apparently 
Each game this half has been a close, had the game sewed up thanks to goals 
hard-fought battle decided by the teams' from Dave Henri, Paul Hogan. Dave 
play in the third period. Rossi, Steve Demers and Mike ''Squeak" 
The second-half opener versus Tufts Splaine. However, the never-say-die 
University ended in a 4-4 stalemate. The Judges along with the help of 18 minutes 
lead shifted from bench to bench, but It of penalties in a 20 minute period tallied 
was Tufts who held the lead with only 7 goals in the last period to the Engi-
minutes left. Engineer coach Dave neers' 3. Two more from Hogan and 
Quinn pulled goalie Doug Rich allowing another from Henri, meant overtime. 
a sixth skater in a gamble that paid ott as After Just a minute and ten seconds, 
Freshman star Mike Duquette scored WPl's Mike MacQueen fired home the 
the equalizer with just 21 seconds left In game winning goal (9-8) crushing what 
the game. had to be one of the greatest comebacks 
The Tech Icemen then dropped one to in the history of the sport. 
MIT, but got back on track versus the Tufts University was again an exciting 
University of Rhode Island avenging an rematch. The Tech Icemen led 2-0 at 
earlier 3-1 defeat. URI jumped out to the the end of period 1 on goals from Mike 
early lead, but sophomore Todd Guay Duquette and Dave Henri. but the 
tied the score shortly thereafter assisted scoreboard read 2-2 at the close of the 
by Randy Brown and Mike Horgan. URI second period thanks to two powerplay 
regained the lead with 5 minutes left in goals from Tufts. The game was to be 
the first period, but Paul Hogan evened decided in the third period as had most 
the score by the end of period one. Sure of the previous second half games, but 
enough. URI scored early In the second this tlme Tech would not prevail. Despite 
period, but the Engineers answered with the fact that the Engineers dominated 
5 consecutive goals from freshmen stars most of the play, Tufts combined for 
Dave Henri and Duquette, sophomore three unanswered goals taking advan-
Steve Demers and Seniors Mike Mac tage of an overaggressive play and some 
Queen and Mike Horgan. URI never mental errors by the Engineers 
gave up, but the gap was 1ust too big to The Tech Icemen currently post a 6-1 
close as the Engineers recorded an 8-5 record in the league and a 7-5-1 record 
victory with a final goal added by Paul overall. 
Women's basketball breaks 
school win streak record 
Seeded fourth In NCAA state tournament. 
by Nancy McLane 
Newspeak Staff 
With three victories this past week, the 
WPI lady Engineers have set a new 
school record of 16 consecutive games 
without a loss. The old record of 15 was 
held by the 1980-81 women's basketball 
team The team's 18-3 record has earned 
them the 4th place seed in this week-
end's NCAA state championship In the 
first round, Thursday night, WPI will 
play #5 seed Salem State College In 
Harrington Auditorium at 7:00. The lady 
Engineers continue to climb in the 
NCAA New England polls as well; this 
week they are in ninth place. 
Last week's Tech victories came over 
Amherst College, MIT and Nichols 
Tuesday night WPI beat Amherst 76-58 
In a tough, physical game. The Amherst 
frontcourt consisted of a 6' 1" center and 
two 5'11" forwards. but what they had in 
height, they lacked In speed and ball-
handling WPI controlled throughout 
the game with effective full and half 
court presses and a consistent fast 
break The scrappy Amherst team man-
aged to close the gap to only 9 points 
late in the second half, but the inside 
scoring of Chiara Whalen stopped them 
cold and gave WPI the final 18 point 
victory margin. 
Chiara led all scorers with 24 points, 
20 of which came in the second half Kim 
Fay followed closely behind with 18 
points. Terese Kwiatkowski added 16 
and Cathy Murray chipped In 10. Karen 
Casella and Nancy Mclane rounded out 
the scoring with 6 and 2 points, respec-
tively. Chiara Whalen also took control 
In the battle of the boards, ripping down 
20 rebounds on the night. 
In Thursday night's game against 
MIT, the WPI team overcame a first half 
slump to outscore MIT 41·15 in the 
second half and win by the final 61·33 
margin. With turnovers, sloppy defense, 
inaccurate shooting and poor rebound-
ing. the WPI Lady Engineers played their 
worst half of the season. But in the 
second half. determined to do better 
than their engineering rivals, WPI took 
control. Switching to a 1 -3-1 half court 
press and defense created several MIT 
(continued on page 9) 
$106.80 weekly working right in your own home. 
Your earnings fully guaranteed in writing. For 
complete details send a self addressed stamped 
envelope to ELG, P.O. Box 184, 
Worcester, MA 
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Rich Testa wins at NE's 
and heads for Nationals 
WP/ finishes a close third 
by Joe Grimes 
Newspesk Staff 
At the New England Division Ill wrest-
ling championships last weekend Rich 
Testa won the 118 lb. weight class 
defeating two time defending New Eng-
land champion John Sampson from 
Amherst. Rich reached the semi-finals 
winning two quick matches by pinning 
Dunham from Wesleyan 2:23 into the 
first period and Fitzgerald from UMass 
Boston 1 :02 Into the first riod. 
Rich Testa fights off John Sampson. 
In the semi-finals Rich met Sampson 
and got into trouble early in the first 
period. Sampson's experience fought 
off many attempts by Rich to get back 
into the match as he won easily 13-3. 
Rich then defeated Coffey from WNEC 
11-2 and he would now get his chance 
for revenge against Sampson in the 
finals, 
As the finals approached the stands 
filled and the spotlight was on center 
mat Rich Testa and John Sampson 
were the first up In a match which was 
expected to be a thriller Rich had never 
beaten John but his Intensity and confi-
dence was high. Rich took the early lead 
with a take down, but Sampson coun-
tered quickly with a reverse. Rich re-
gained the lead and never looked back 
as he blocked Sampson's attempts to 
get back into the match. As time was 
winding down In the third period Rich 
had the lead and riding time as he went 
on to win 9-6 capturing his first New 
England championship and qualifying 
- Joe Grimes. 
for the NCAA National's next week. 
John Sampson will also be going to 
National's with a wild card berth. 
Other finishers for WPI were: Roland 
Marquis second place at 126, Bob 
Schwartz second place at 190, Mike 
Thorn third place at 177, John Atkinson 
third place at 167, Paul Wymann fourth 
place at 158, and George Duane sixth 
place at UNL For more details on the 
tournament be sure to see next week's 
paper. 
NEWSPEAK WANTS YOU 
We Need Writers, Photographers, 
and Graphics People 
Come To A General Meeting 
Wednesday (Today) In HL 109 
4 P.M. 
Refreshments Will Be Served 
... women's basketball 
breaks record 
(continued from page 8) 
turnovers which WPI quickly converted 
to points. As WPI began to play more to 
their accustomed manner, the game 
soon turned Into a rout and all members 
of the Tech team got playing time in the 
second half 
Leading scorer was Kim Fay with 16 
points. Terese Kwiatkowski turned in 
her usual outstanding performance with 
14 points, 7 rebounds and 7 steals. 
Nancy Mclane and Cathy Murray added 
8 points apiece. Chiara Whalen con-
tinued to dominate the boards, grabbing 
14 rebounds. 
Again Friday night, the WPI women 
needed a second half spurt to defeat 
their opponents. the Nichols Bisons. 
With only 8 minutes left to play the score 
was tied at 44 points, but the 1-3-1 half 
court press and the outside shooting of 
Cathy Murray and Terese Kwiatkowski 
resulted In the final 68-55 WPI victory 
Cathy Murray finished the nlqht with 25 
points while Terese added 20. Chiara 
Whalen had 11 points. Erin Carroll. 
Donna Leonard and Karen Cassella all 
turned in great performances in substi-
tution for the foul plagued WPI team. 
The Lady Engineers finished up the 
season last night against arch-rival 
Clark University. It was Clark who broke 
the Women's 1980-81 win streak but as 
of this writing, It Is not known if history 
repeated Itself. Whatever the outcome of 
the Clark game, be sure not to miss the 
state tournament matchupon Thursday. 
... new requirements 
(continued from page 6) 
1 The MOP will be retied upon more 
heavily in assessing a student's know-
ledge. 
2. Each student's academic program 
will be reviewed to insure that it is 
acceptable by ABET and WPI standards 
(not specifically determined as of yet} . 
3. A Senior Seminar must be success-
fully completed where students apply 
their knowledge to real world engineer-
ing problems. 
4. 15 units of work must be completed 
prior to graduation. 
No change in the physical education 
requirements have been proposed as of 
yet. 
If the new plan goes into effect, it 
would very likely be ottered as an option 
to cu rrent WPI students and next year's 
freshmen. Students desiring to change 
to the new plan could do so without 
having to modify past completed degree 
requirements . 
An open meeting will be held March 
1st to discuss the complete plan pro-
posal. This meeting will tentatively be 
held in Kinnicut Hall at 4;00 p.m . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • 
• 
• 
. 
• 
. 
• 
• Table Tennis 
lntramurals 
Floor Hockey & Softball . 
• 
• Organizational meeting, Monday, Organizational meeting, Monday, : 
February 28 at 4:1S Pm in the Confer- February 28 at 4:30 p.m. in the Confer- • 
• ence Room of Alumni Gym. ence Room of Alumni Gym. • 
• 
. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ARE YOU 
AT A LOSS 
For what to do with your 
creativity? The answer Is 
here/ 
Pathways, the creative arts magazine of 
WPI 1s looking for material for its spring 
issue. 
Pathways 1s where your creativity can 
come to lire! If you write poetry or prose, 
take photographs or draw, 1ust send 
your work to Pathways. Box 507. 
If you want to help produce the magazine (edit material, do layout etc .} write box 507 
or come to our meeting Wednesday night at 7:00 in the Newspeak Office in the 
basement of Riley (next to the pub) . 
PATHWAYS 
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Lenten Schedule 
During Lent, there will be a half-hour 
of private prayer and confession before 
each dally Mass. This weekend, there 
will be an overnight retreat at Baelen 
Acres Estate. Those involved will leave 
the Wedge at 6:30 p.m. on Saturday and 
return Sunday evening. 
ASME Officer Nominations 
ASME Officer nommet1ons will be 
held on Monday, February 28 at 4:00 
p.m. In HL 109 All interested members 
are requested to attend. Elections will be 
held on March 10 & 11. 
New IFC Officers Announced 
IFC Officers for 1983-1984: 
President: Jim Pouliopoulos (Sigma 
Phi Epsilon) 
Vice-President: Willy Hyland (Lambda 
Chi Alpha) 
Secretary: Angela Frankudak1s (Phi 
Sigma Sigma) 
Treasurer: Dennis Leonard (Phi Gam-
ma Delta) 
Activities Chairman: Mike Stone (Al-
pha Tau Omega) 
Rush Chairman Paul Grautski (Phi 
Kappa Theta) 
... a facelift for 
Washburn 
(continued from page 1) 
While under construction, the Mech-
anical Engineering facilities have been 
scattered about the campus. Some of 
the Equipment has been placed in 
storage in the Alden Research Labs. The • 
Robotics materials have been trans-
ferred to the Higgins Laboratories and 
are functioning there quite smoothly. 
The material science lab 1s also in the 
basement.of Higgins, as are our 2 
electronmicroscopes. 
The Renovation pro1ect w111 essen-
tially be done in two parts . The materials 
science facility and the welding and 
casting labs will be inoperative until A 
term of 1983. The machinery and related 
objects will be inoperative for one year. 
and will be available to students again tn 
A term of 1984. All work should be 
completed by the Summer of 1984. 
Most everything has a storage or 
operating facility while the renovation 1s 
being conducted 
Dean Bolz belleves !hat the quality of 
education will not deteriorate In the 
midst of the construction pro1ect The 
only course that presently seems 1eo-
pard1zed 1s ME 1800 - the Materinl 
Selection and Manufacturing process-
ing class If an alternate facility on 
campus is not adequate and thorough 
enough in its capabilities. plant visits, 
videos and slide presentations may 
replace the typical hands-on exper-
ience. temporarily. 
When the Renovation of Washburn is 
complete. not only will 1t open up new 
opportunities to the types and quantity 
of equipment 1t can house, but 11 will 
have some new tenants as well In 
addition to the materials science lab, the 
processing lalJ, and MEAC center of the 
ME Department, the Department of 
Management the Department of Social 
Science and Policy Studies will also 
utilize tho space 
I 
Carrot Juice for Sale Summer Industrial Research 
at GTE 
There Is a new refreshment now 
offered in Salisbury faculty lounge -
carrot juice, costing 30¢ for a small glass 
and 50¢ for a large glass. Started by 
student Jennifer Davis, class of 1984, the 
profits will go to the Da Dee Ding fund 
Electronic Equipment Sale 
The IEEE is sponsoring an equlpm6nl 
sale this Wednesday and Thursday in 
the Wedge, from 11 :00-4:00 each day. 
Items for sale include digital IC's, linear 
IC's, power supplies. and other miscel-
laneous hardware This will allow stu-
dents to save on MOP's, POP's or just 
hobbles. There will be a 10% discount 
for those who present their IEEE mem-
bership card. 
Eligibility: Rising seniors, all ma1ors. 
Stipend: $134/week plus free room 
end board (1 4 meals/week) at Tufts 
University 
See Professor A. Scala GH 104 for 
applications and further details. Appli-
cation deadline Is March 14, 1983. 
---fl;~ - - -~-~cn~~-.e~~ -
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If you 1nissed taking Anny ROTC in your first t \VO years 
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by Greg Doerschler 
Newspeak Staff 
Breaking and Entering Arrest 
A WPI student returning to her apart-
ment on Institute Road at 10:00 pm. on 
Friday, February 11 discovered a break 
in progress at the apartment The Wor-
cester Police Department (WPD) and 
WPI police were contacted . The subject 
fled the scene before the arrival of police 
units, and was chased on foot by two 
WPI students residing in the same 
building. He was apprehended by them 
a short distance away and was turned 
over to WPI police, and subsequently 
arrested by WPO upon their arrival. The 
29 year old black male responsible had 
been previously arrested a few months 
ago for breaking and entering at a 
fraternity, when he was apprehended by 
WPI police after a foot chase He was 
., ~-
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I 
' 
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.: I I~ { 
. 
f I I 
~ 
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policE 
found to be In default for failure to 
appear in court in that Incident, and was 
charged with breaking and entering and 
default. 
Another attempted apartment break 
was reported on Friday, February 18 at 
the residence of WPI students on Hack-
feld Road The culprit reportedly broke a 
first floor window using a pipe between 
the hours of 8:00 a m and 11 :00 a.m 
Blood stains at the scene indicate that 
he cut himself in the process. Entry was 
not gained to the apartment 
Smoke Report 
A Fraternity member called WPI po-
lice at 4:15 am on Thursday, February 
17 reporting smoke in the house. The 
Worcester Fire Department and WPI 
police responded A small fire was 
found, resulting from a burnt out light 
ballast. There was minor damage to the 
house 
1, 
.. 
NEWS 
Vandallsm Incidents 
On Friday, February 11 at 1 50 a.m .. a 
fraternity member reported that three 
subjects had thrown a rock through a 
window at that same house on Sunday, 
February 13 at 12·05 a.m Just prior to 
this second incident. WPI police re-
ported assisting members of another 
fraternity search for subjects who had 
just broken a window at the house Two 
fraternity pledges were located regard-
ing the Incident and agreed to pay for 
damages. 
Motor Vehicle Accidents 
A three car accident was reported by 
WPI police on West Street near Goddard 
Hall at 5:30 p.m on Sunday, February 
13 There were no injuries in the acci-
dent, and WPO was contacted. 
On Wednesday, February 16, a minor 
accident was reported at the Inter-
section of Boynton Street and Institute 
Road involving a Consortium van and a 
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parked car. A hit and run accident 
occurred In the library lot the previous 
day at 9:00 a m. The license plate of the 
evading vehicle was recorded and for-
warded to the operator of the other 
vehicle, which was parked at the time. 
Snowball Incident 
A complaint was received reporting 
students on the roof of the Pub on 
Saturday, February 12 at 4:00 p m 
throwing snowballs at passing cars Five 
WPI students were identified as being 
responsible and were referred to the 
Office of Residential Life Residential 
life reports that they will consider 
seriously any incidents involving stu-
dents on the roofs of buildings be-
cause of the safety hazard it poses. 
Kegs Stolen 
Kegs and related Items were reported 
stolen from a fraternity on Sunday, 
February 13 after 1:00 a.m. 
Presenting High Bias II and the Ultimate Tape Guarantee. 
Memot>ex presents High Bias II , a tape so extraordinary, we're going 
t.o guarantee it forever. 
We'll gl!arantee life-like sound. 
Because Permapass," our unique ox1de bonding process. locks each oxide 
particle-each musical detail-onto the tape. So music st.Bys I ive.. 
Not just the 1st play. Or the lOOOth. But forever. 
We'll guarantee the cassette. 
Every tacet of our cassette is engineered to protect 
t.l1e tape. Our waved-wafer improves tape v..nnd 
Silicone-treated rollers insure smooth, precise tape 
alignment. H01Jsing is made st.rang by a design 
unique LO Memorex. 
YDUll mRlVIR WDNDIR, 
We'll guarantee them forever. 
lf you are ever dlSsattsfied W1th Memorex 
High Bias n, mail us the tape and we'll rep1e.ce it fi'ee. 
IS IT LIVI, 
OR ISIJ .~~~ 
MIMORIX ck:: 
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... staying awake 
(continued from page 2) 
probable that one of the following Is 
true 
Final report on the ME Comp 
by Jack Nickerson 
Associate Editor Area Tot•I 
i . You are a freshman. The Mechanical Engineering Com-
petency exams that were given in Janu-
ary have been the cause of several 
rumors. These rumors are based on the 
supposition that only 30% of the design 
majors passed. 
T•ken AD t'fe AC % NA '!. 
2. You are a competent senior 
3 You're just passing through WPI 
and have no Idea of what the hell I'm 
talking about. 
There are a total of 5 different sub-
divisions In Mechanical Engineering: 
Mechanical 
Design 
Materials 
Nuclear 
Thermo-
fluids 
Engineering 
Mechanics 
85 10 
26 2 
5 1 
23 4 
5 1 
12 42 49 33 39 
8 19 n 4 15 
20 1 20 3 60 
H 11 52 7 30 
20 0 0 4 80 
Personally, I find It most enjoyable to 
devote an entire week to being a zombie. 
By the time Friday rolls around, you're 
feeling so burnt out and so out of It that 
sleeping late on Saturday (5 hours total) 
feels like a luxury. Warning: This Is a 
dangerous stunt of professional 
magnitude which should not be 
attempted by any amateurs at home. 
ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS 
You may be eligible for a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship. The 
scholarship includes full tuition, lab expenses, incidental fees, a reimbursement 
for textbooks, and $100 a month tax free. How do you qualify? You must have at 
least two years of graduate or undergraduate work remaining. and be willing to 
serve your nation at least four years as .an Air ~orce offic~r .. Sch~la.rshlps ate 
available to students who can qualify for pilot, navigator, or missile training, and to 
those who are majoring in selected technical and nontechnical academic 
disciplines, in certain scientific areas, in undergraduate nursing, or selected 
premedical degree areas. Non-scholarship students enrolled in the Ai~ Fo~e 
ROTC two-year program also receive the $100 monthly tax-free allowance JU st hke 
the scholarship students. Find out today about a two-year Air Force ROTC 
scholarship and about the Air Force way of life. Your Air Force ROTC counselor 
has the details. 
Mechanical Design, Materials, Nu-
clear, Thermoflulds, and Engineering 
Mechanics. Design majors were respon-
sible for almost 59% of the i 43 examina-
tions taken. The pass rate for the design 
majors totalled approximately 62%. with 
12'% receiving a distinction This very 
nearly approached the 64% pass rate for 
the entire Mechanical Engineering De-
partment. The following figures repre-
sent the January Competency Examina-
tion results: 
Professor Donald N. Zwiep assembled 
the figures representing the results of 
the exams to ensure that the miscon-
ception of the percentages was cleared 
up. The results are normally not given. 
but It was felt that in doing so, the doubts 
that existed In students' minds would be 
satisfied. Our sincere appreciation goes 
out to Professor Zwiep for his assis-
tance 
We are now processing 3 
and 2 year applicants. Contact 
Capt David Elizalde, 793-3343. 
Night Owl 
Donuts 
Night Owl Donuts 
is now open 'til 5 p.m. 
a wi U®H1W ~ 
BOTC 
Now baking muffins, 
brownies, pies, and 
all your favorites. 
This month 10°/o discount 
with WPI ID. 
ilGING 
YOUR 
SALARY 
TOl-.f'S: 
llu11kJ11~ S&:r\'le4L~-Cmnmcrcfol 
\'S. Savings Bunks-which one Is for 
you·.> 
l11!Wuruue&: Prot&:etlo11-llow 
mm:h on \'our c.·ur·.> \(1ur property'! 
l....:t;uJ S~ni~..:~- \\ 1 lCll do you llCCcl 
u luwycr·.1 \\1u11 un: your rights usu 
C.'011!-illllH." r ' l 
Tb11rsdav 
.. 
Heal E~tutc 0.•ClcH!~-Hcntlng vt--. 
lcuslng vs. buying-Pros und cons on 
cud1. 
CrcdU-llow do I fin;t cstuhllsh 
crc<lil'.1 
MARCH3, 
1983 
Abvatcr Kent-Nc,vcU llall 
7:00 Prtl 
,\s u .,en ice to .,cniors and gruduatl' 
!'>tudcnts, tltc \\~PJ Alumni .\ ss<u.:iu-
tion presents tltc program. '"Mwu~­
ing Your Snlnry". 
. 
SPt~\.KEH .. fi: 
An uttorncy, u \"Ice prcsl1knt uf 
fluuncc for u lc><:uJ corporullou, und u 
professor of munugcmcnt. 
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LIBERAL ARTS and 
PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM STUDENTS 
Let Babson help you 
make the TRANSITION 
between college and the work world 
TRANSITION. Bab:;on's S11rnmer Management Program, can 
help you ... 
Becomd ai:quainted with the world of rnanagement 111 a 
six-week reo;idential program designed for nonbusiness 
ma1ors 
Acquire business skills a.·,.J farn1l1e1flt)' wit h basic h.Js.mt:r~ 
cor.cc.:pts and h::rr11nol<;gy 
I ncre.1sc your r.1t r ~H:t1·Jeness to ~llli>IOYl'I..; b} m.:: • .m:; ~fa 
broarte:i1:d ba::;e o f µrnct·ct1I &:-1,)rrt1.;c 
Beginning Juno G, 1D~3. ti 1c pr,19r a.n wilt fe~ture c:a&e . .;lud1cs 
lectu res, and expelientral group wurk 1ntogrJterf with f11Jlu 
trips. sessions w ith busin€'ss 1?xccu1ive5, and port1c.1pttt •on 1n 
a cornputN-s1mu lated management game 
Set on a 450-acre wooded camrus in W1}1lcsle;. Mass.1cnu-
setts, Babson is ~n mdepcndent, no.is~ct:w::rn, co~duc<:a~1ona1 
college of management. The college i.> uccreditoJd by tile 
Americ •• n Assembly of Colle91nt~ Sr.hools of Busin1:ss and 
tho New EnCJland As~ociation cf Scnuois dnd Collogcs 
Limited enrollment. Call o r \\ rilOJ 
'f RAhlSIT ION 
Arthui- A Bayer. Doan 
Undt)rgraduute Prog•am 
Babson C<>llege 
Bub:oon Park (Welll'<J!2y), ti.IA 0.c.'157 
(617) 235-12C'(J E..< !cns1on 321 )~~jjj~ 
::::;:\:;:~:~:~=~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::f:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::f ~:~:~:f :;::}:::· 
SPRECHEN SIE MIT! 
German Conversation in Term E. 
Prepare yourself for work, study, or travel abroad. 
Join us for the fun of speaking a foreign langauge! 
A Mexican ~estaurant 
Watering Hole 
10 Prospect Street on Route 20 
Auburn , Mass. at 
(h11:b 
Steak House 
Phone: 832-~553 
This course meets four times per week to discuss contemporary German life using articles, radio 
programs. television news, and films. We also hold interviews with German people in the 
Worcester area, take field trips to the Busch Reisinger Museum, and attend events at the German 
Cultural Center in Boston. 
There are weekly oral assignments required and a final oral examination in a group context. 
Practice sessions are scheduled.individually with the use of video and computer programs and 
with conversat ional partners. 
Prerequisite: Elementary German or equivalent with permission of the instructor, Prof. L. 
Anderson. Humanities. 
Registration: Summer-Session Office, Project Center. #4 IS/P form (with course credit toward the 
sufficiency in German). 
Enrollment limited to 12 participants. 
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EVEN STRAIGHT /iS CAN'T 
HELP IF YOU 
FWNK TUITION. 
Today, the toughest thing about going 
to college is finding the money to pay for it. 
But Army ROTC can help-two 
\vays! 
First, you can apply for an Army 
ROTC scholarship. It covers tuition, 
books, and supplies, and pays you 
up to $1,000 each school year it's 
in effect. 
But even if you're not a 
scholarship recipient, r~l1l 
ROTC can still help .:~ ~ 
\Vi th financial ass is-- · . ( 1Y. 
tance-upto$1,000 · ' 
a year for your 
last two years in 
the program. 
For more 
information, 
contact your 
Professor of 
Military Science. 
ARMY ROTC. 
BE ALL YOU CAM BE. 
Contact: Cpt. Frank Labrecque, 
Harrington Auditorium, 793-5466 
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TO MY UNH FRIEND WITH THE UGLY 
SISTER: I am Just about completely 
recovered from roller skating, and I'm 
looking forward to your next visit. -
WOOPIEEE 
FOR SALE: Brand new Spalding 450 GS 
racing 1kl1. Great for giant slalom or 
high speed cruising. Complete with 
Tyrolla 350 racing dlagonal bindings. 
Used only eight times at races - mint 
condition. Sell for half original price, 
$185 or beat offer. Contact Chico at 792-
9583, or box 500. 
LOST: Controls Book- Brand new, first 
week of term. If found, please return to 
John Cortese, Dept. of Physics. 
FOUND: Wire frame gla&sea In lobby of 
Sallsbury. Contact Jerry Twomey, c /o 
EE dept. 
PAASCHE AIR BRUSH - used for 
photo touch up, murals, artwork, poster, 
or kinky things In the park. Only $5.00. 
Call Jack, 792-9522, or WPI box 2735. 
I DRINK, THEREFORE I AM. 
All RIGHT GUYS. the joke's over ... If 
whoever stole our brains would be kind 
enough to return them to Box 2347 or 
2450, there wlll be no questions asked. 
REFRIGERATOR dorm size. White. Ex-
cellent condition. $75.00. Call lee at 
792-9108 evenings. 
SALES REPS WANTED - Need extra 
cash? Self-motivated? Want to set your 
own hours? Be your own boss? Become 
a sales representative for ARK Student 
Bedding, Inc. Income potential Is up to 
you. Must have your own phone. For 
further Information, write: ARK Student 
Bedding, Inc. P.O. Box 534, Wenham, 
MA 01984. 
TYPING - Reasonable rates, Mr1. Ca-
hill, 755-8551. 
DING, DING, DING went the trolley, 
clang, clang, clang went the bell, zing, 
zing, zing went my heart strings, from 
the moment I saw you I fell. 
JOE - It's a good thing there weren't 
any Ice cubes! - Neek and Red 
FOUND: One watch In Salisbury Lab's 
Men's room, first floor. If you can 
describe It, It Is yours! Box 391, Dean 
Holman 
TO THE AGO new Initiates: Congratu-
latlonal You've been such a GREAT 
bunch of pledges and have done an 
excellent Jobi Just think - the fun has 
just begunlll love, Your Fellow AGO 
Slaters 
IF IT'S TUESDAY . . . this must be 
Belgium. 
THIS IS IT, Class of '86. Say hello to a 
whole new way of college llfe. We're 
changing because you're changing. You 
deserve the best, WPI, and we're gonna 
give It to you. A government for the 
future! Vote MAUREEN, MICHELLE, 
and CHERYL - STABILITY, GROWTH 
and DIRECTION. 
SPAM, SPAM, SPAM 
BOB: Maybe we could disable her 
mouth ... 1 - annoyed comrade 
DON'T TAKE ANYMORE JIVE, vote for 
Ira Siiverman, President, Class of '85 
RE-ELECT JUDIE O'COIN for Class of 
'85 President. 
ELLEN - Want to use my fishing box? 
- Pooh Bear 
ENGINEERING MAJORS HAVE 
ENOUGH SI RESS WITHOUT HAVING 
TO WORRY ABOUT TUmON. 
.,,, If orw or 1h1 .111i.:I<' ... '"u \l' h1·111 
'1ud~ mi.: l.111•h '' ,, 11 ·" r • p.I\ \1 •11 r 
tu1t111n 1."osr ~ Ami\ Ht lT< '"'uld hk1 
r,, otkr "11111· "1u11.l ,1J1 ", 
r\ pplv lnr in t\ rm\ H 0 I< : 
.... h11l.ir ... h1p 
f~'('t·nth \H' .,,.1 ,,,,,J.. lumdr. ,1.., 
111 ...c:hol.1r,h1p' ,.,J1 I\ lor u1i,:m11 r111i: 
rn.•J• ,,...1,1.., \1111r" II 
Lr.li111i. ,,,,,.r ... 11111 
fllllll Ill h, k k, 1111! t 1lh1•f 
''l'l Ii< ' .1n1f J"'' ' 1n1111p 
111sl1\\'1•.1dl .,,.'Jiioil 
\ 1·,1r 11 ... rn 1lin1 
ARMY ROTC. 
_\\BE AU. YOU CAM BE. 
~ :;. 
u ~ 
,--------------------------~~--. 
I NEWSPEAK will run classifieds free for all WPI students. faculty, and f 
I staff . Free classifieds are limited to 6 lines Those over 6 lines must be paid I 
I for at the off-campus rate of 35 cents/line. Deadline is Friday noon for the I 
I following Tuesday issue Mail to WP/ Newspeak, Box 2472, or bring to WPI 
I N?wspeak, Room 01, basement. Sanford Riley Hall. Forms must be filled out I 
I with name, address, and phone number for ad to be printed. No last names I 
I or last name initials wil! be printed in personal ads, I 
I 
I 
I 
NAME 
ADDRESS---...:..------- TOTAL ENCLOSED 
AO TO READ AS FOLLOWS 
Allow only 30 characters per line 
~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~---~--~------~, 
-------------------------2 ~---------------------------~' 
----------------------------------· -------------------------~5 ~---------------------~· ----------------------~1 ~---------------------------------• -----:~----~-------------------· · All claullhtda aub/ftct to apace llmll•llona. 
--------------- .... ___ .... _______ _. _ 
RICH: Friday afternoons Just won't be 
the same now that I've "experienced" 
happy hour with you and Al. 
MEMBERS OF CLASS OF 85111 Vote to 
Re-elect Virginia Coulter - Secretaryll 
85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 
SEND CONTROVERSIAL LITERA-
TURE FOR PUBLICATION!! 
HAVE YOU had anyone Interrupt your 
spin cycle lately? Smile, and your 
laundry wlll show ltl 
CLASS OF '85 - Get a voice from 
someone NEW - support Dave Moriarty 
for Vice- President with a vote from you! 
THINK! Don't be caught with your pants 
down. Vote for Pete Manning. 
MAZZIE aka Pete-puma - about 3 or 4 
Ed's wlll be enough, even though there 
are a "whole lotta" them out there! love, 
Sadie, aka SJP 
HAPPY 19th B-DA Y, MAZI We are 
having your present sent from Call-
fomla. It(?) wlll be arriving D term. love, 
Sadie and Jazz. 
HAPPY 19th TOM - Have fun partying 
In CT, but you're not legal In MA yet. 
Chose a great place to celebrate. Go 
wlld and get trashed. lots of love, K&M 
SENIORS: Vote Debbie Harrow, Presi-
dent of Clasa of 1984 on Thurs., Feb. 
24th. 
HEY HEATHER! My God, you need a 
haircut . . . your braid Is getting longer. 
I'll pay the rent when I ... See you In 
church! POOH BEAR. 
CLASS OF 1985 - DON'T FORGET to 
vote Thursday, Feb. 24 for Denise 
Johnston, Junior Prom Chairman. 
NEEDED: Bassist Interested In Joining 
Rock Group. Experienced In Rock and 
Heavy Metal. Contact Rick, Box 2685. 
CLASS OF '86: Re-elect your conscien-
tious class representative - Marie Har-
riman. 
JEFF: How about some chicken for your 
birthday? Big 201 I luv you! Beans 
HI MICHELLE! I Just wanted to tell you 
that you're a great roommate! Keep on 
humming! - MO 
DID YOU KNOW that lhla Is Natlonal 
Engineering Week??? ASME knows and 
has many special events planned. Why 
not Join In the fun?! See posters for more 
detalls. 
ATTENTION SOPHOMORES: Vote Ca-
rolyn Thompson, Class of '85 Vice-
President, Feb. 24. 
WENDY - Whal do you do with over-
night guests? 
FOR THE FIRST TIME In history, a 
three-way tie for "L.G.0."1 Good job, 
POO. SOO and DOO . . What do you do 
for your encore??? 
~~~~/~/~,,.......,......~,,.r,-?'/n;r~~ ....... , ............... ~y~.......,...~...-?"'~......-..-?'/ ................... 1 
Nassau, Bahamas $399.00 Complete ~~ 
Spring Break including flight, transfers. 8 days. 7 nights hotel on the beach, 
parties, college activi t ies, tree lunches, 3 hr. cruise w/open bar. canvas bag, 
discount booklet and alt hotel taxes, maids, energy and gratu1t1es included No ~ 
hidden charges' ~ 
Book Now. L1m1ted Space Available 
Contact. Greenwich Travel Center ~ 
Toll Free 1-800 -243-3858 ~ ~ ~ ........ -~~~./'~...r-~~~-"*"'~-/,..?"~~........-......-~~::;.r/~ ....... /-r".-""_....,.._,..,...,,..,/ ......... 
JF~~c:;~~~-i=.l=t~~~Q~~_J;;:;.~J:;.~ 
Ft. Lauderdale Spring Break $189.00 Complete 
Includes 8 days, 7 nights hotel at the Lauderdale Beach Hotel or the Holiday Inn 
(Button Bar) , Welcome Party w/ lree beer, canvas bag, all hotel taxes. maids and 
gratuities included No hidden charges• 
Book Now, Limited Space Available 
Contact. Greenwich Travel Center 
Toll Free 1-800-243-3858 
R 
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wit AT 's ltAppENiNG 
Wednesday, February 23 
CHEMISTRY COLLOQUIUM, " Recent Chemistry of Nltrosamines," 
by Jean-Pierre Anselme, Goddard Hall 227, 4:00 p.m. 
VARSITY SWIMMING vs. Brandeis, 7:00 p.m. 
IMPORTED BEER NIGHT, Pub, 8:30 p.m. 
LENTEN DAILY MASS, Religious Center, 10:00 p.m. 
Friday, February 25 
LENTEN DA ILY MASS, Religious Center, 12 noon. 
DANCE DAZE, Alumni Gym, 8:00 p.m. ($2.00) 
Saturday, February 26 
VARSITY HOCKEY vs. Hartford, 4·00 p.m 
VARSITY BASKETBALL vs. Clark, 8:00 pm 
PUB ENTERTAINMENT, "E.B. Jeb", 9·00 p.m 
Sunday, February 27 
Thursday, February 24 SUNDAY MASS, Alden Hall, 11 :00 a.m. THE REEL THING, "Star Trek II", Alden Hall , 6:30 and 9·30 p.m. ($1 .00) ASME PRESENTATION, "Developments in Computer Graphics," 
Higgins Labs 101 , 4:00 p.m. 
BLACK HISTORY PROGRAM, Kinnecutt Hall , 4:00 p.m. 
CONFIRMATION PREPARATION, Religious Center, 8:30 pm. 
COFFEEHOUSE, "Kier". Lower Wedge, 9:00 p.m. 
LENTEN DAILY MASS, Religious Center, 9:00 p.m. 
Monday, February 28 
ASME Officer nominations, H.L 109, 4:00 P.M. 

